Alcohol Dispenser
Ensures bakery products conservation
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ALCOHOL DISPENSER

Centralized Alcohol Plant Version
CENTRALIZED ALCOHOL DISPENSER USAGE

Employed in the alcohol dosage on bakery products (bread, snaks
and so on) before their packaging. This process ensures long and
correct products conservation.

General Characteristics
PROGRAMMED CONTROL UNIT
Many product format on the same production line

SETTINGS
Data storage options

REMOTE CONTROL
Compliance to Italian 4.0 regulation

MASSIC FLOW METER SENSOR
Available upon request for the highest precision

AUTOMATIC SCOPE STABILIZATION
automatic pressure stabilization to compensate variation in centralized
alcohol plant system

Stocking alcohol away from production zone and the ability to
convey it around the plant with special centralized system are
fundamental aspects for safety regulations. Our new Centralized
Version is able to grant the same quality of the standard one,
improving safety standards.
Thanks to the direct connection to the alcohol centralized plant
system, we are able to optimize the alcohol dosage process,
minimizing costs and improve its management.

RANGE OF SYSTEM USAGE

The range of dosage is calculated depending on the application
constraints. Approximately here are some benchmarks:
Max Speed: 500 machine hit/min
Range of dosage: 0,1÷20 alcohol grams di alcool per product
Precision index: 1,5% ÷ 5% of alcohol quantity
Work pressure: 0,2 ÷ 0,4 bar

ALCOHOL DISPENSER

Stand-Alone Version with tank
STAND ALONE ALCOHOL DISPENSER USAGE

Employed in the alcohol dosage on bakery products (bread, snaks
and so on) before their packaging. This process ensures long and
correct products conservation.

General Characteristics
PROGRAMMED CONTROL UNIT
Many product format on the same production line

SETTINGS
Data storage options

REMOTE CONTROL
Compliance to Italian 4.0 regulation

MASSIC FLOW METER SENSOR
Available upon request for the highest precision

STAND ALONE TANK
50L principal tank, 5L reserve tank with alarms

Tanks to the “Stand Alone” version we are able to connect our
Alcohol dispenser to every type of packaging machine for bakery
products.

RANGE OF SYSTEM USAGE

The range of dosage is calculated depending on the application
constraints. Approximately here are some benchmarks:
Max Speed: 500 machine hit/min
Range of dosage: 0,1÷20 alcohol grams di alcool per product
Precision index: 1,5% ÷ 5% of alcohol quantity
Work pressure: 0,2 ÷ 0,4 bar

Do you need a quote?
We list the data we need

AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL

PRODUCT LENGTH

MACHINE SPEED

MACHINE PITCH

ALCOHOL DISPENSER

Economic and quality benefits
EASY TO MAINTAIN

COST-EFFECTIVENESS
high standard of precision in
alcohol dosage and granted ROI

EFFICIENCY
avoiding product waste or
quality complaints

SAFETY REGULATIONS COMPLIANCE
low work pressure ensures safety
compliance (0,2-0,4 bar)

system diagnostic and data
storage options

TIME SAVING
full time working (Centralized version)
on line refill (Tank version)

ZERO WASTE
dosage only
on products.

MAX PRECISION
massic flow meter
sensor option

AZZALI WARRANTY
ripetitive system without fluctuations and regulation compliance

Technical data
Features

Weight

Max Speed
beats/minute

Precision

with massic flow meter

0,15...20 gr

500

5%

without massic flow meter

2,0...20 gr

100

1,5%

DOSER AE650T

from...to

Notes: dosages with weights and speeds on customer request.

General technical features
Dimensions

700 x 1700 x 700 ( b x h x p )

Structure

Steel INOX

Electrical cabinet

Painted sheet (optional INOX)

Capacity of the main tank

50 L

Capacity of the reserve tank

5L

Type of dosage

Based on weight and time

Pneumatic supply (compressed air)

7 BAR

Power supply

220 Vac (600 VA)

Signal to the packaging machine

1 NC

Preparation of data collection

Yes

Product tracking based on speed

Yes

Massic Flow Meter

Yes (optional)

Dosing control

On / off and continuous

Remote control

Yes (optional)
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